This paper analyzes how the natural scales of the shapes in 2D images can be extracted. Spatial information is analyzed by multiple units sensitive to both spatial and spatial-frequency variables. Scale estimates of the relevant shapes are constructed only from strongly responding detectors. The meaningful structures in the response of a detector (computed through 2-D Gabor ltering) are, at their natural level of resolution, relatively sharp and have well-de ned boundaries. A natural scale is so de ned as a level producing local minimum of a function that returns the relative sharpness of the detector response ltered over a range of scales. In a second stage, to improve a rst crude estimate of the local scale, the criterion is also rewritten to directly select scales at locations of signi cant features of each activated detector.
INTRODUCTION
In the real world, surfaces usually have a hierarchical organization that consists of a small number of levels. For example, at the nest level a tree is composed of leaves with a very complex structure of veins; at the next level, each leaf is replaced by a single region; and at the highest level, there is a single blob corresponding to the treetop. There is a natural range of resolutions corresponding to each of these levels of description. And at each level of description, the regions will have well-de ned boundaries. This naturally leads to a situation where visual data may represent distinct objects for di erent purposes: a tree may give rise to several di erent psychological objects, depending on whether it is to be avoided, climbed or felled. As shown in 1], once both the image intensity change models arising from distinct physical processes have been located and scale information about such change models has been extracted, later stage processing tasks may be simpli ed.
We address the problem of automatically extracting the signi cant scales of shapes in 2D images. The basic assumptions of the proposed formulation are to be in agreement with spatial-frequency channels models quite successful for the detection of visual patterns 2]: (i) spatial information should be analyzed by multiple detectors, each unit being sensitive to a certain range of 2D spatial frequencies; (ii) the model should base its responses only on those detectors which are sensitive to relevant shapes; and (iii) shapes should be described at their best scales.
A crucial point is that the model incorporates simple solutions for the implementation of these assumptions:
(i) A multichannel scheme and the activated detectors from this scheme are both derived from the image; (ii) The response of the activated units (hereafter named as sensors) are given by complex Gabor lters. The 2D Gabor functions give a good t of the behavior of the receptive eld of simple cells in mammals' primary visual cortex 3{6]. Also, these functions analyze the image simultaneously in both space and frequency domains, therefore we can use them to t both frequential and spatial parameters. (iii) The relative sharpness of the sensor response across scales is measured by a Gabor lter based criterion, and the natural scales are de ned as those at which sharpness reaches local maxima. If the sensor response isolates di erent sizes of detail at di erent locations, this criterion can be reformulated for extracting natural scales at di erent locations.
The layout of this paper is as follows: Sections 2 and 3 describe the proposed multichannel scheme and how the activated sensors from this scheme are derived. In Section 4, the global scale selection method is motivated and introduced. In Section 5, the method is reformulated for extracting local scales. A comprehensive analysis of the derived criteria is presented using a set of experiments and discussion in Section 6. Finally, the main conclusions of this work are summarized.
2 A DATA-DRIVEN MULTISENSOR SCHEME
The selection of an appropriate set of responding units is a central issue in multichannel approaches. In general, on the 2-D spatial frequency plane, the multichannel approaches produce the desired scheme by the superposition of a xed number of spatial-frequency channels on a number of orientation bands. However, the problems with such a priori de nitions of the decomposition rule are that: (1) they may not actually re ect the underlying structures of the images under analysis, and (2) their lack of adaptability may well bias any posterior processing.
A multichannel design is here achieved by splitting up the 2D spatial frequency plane of an image into a number of orientation and spatial-frequency bands as follows: (ii) Then to look for clumps of energy in the spectrum, these bands of orientation are independently partitioned into a number of channels of (radial) spatial frequency.
Such a de nition has several advantages. In particular it allows to separate those sensors mainly associated with noise and not containing any useful information for image processing, from sensors whose excitation levels exceed that of unwanted detail and noise.
To derive the sensors, each of the four orientation bands C i , i = 0; 1; 2; 3, with orientation set to i 45 + 22:5 deg, respectively, need to be partitioned into a number of spatial-frequency bands. This is performed by using an index for the orientation band C i , denoted C i ( sup ), that indicates the relative amount of spectrum folded back into a 2-D spectral domain (as given by the spatial-frequency channel (0; sup ) on the orientation band C i ) after the sampling rate reduction to sup : is over all coordinates ( ; ) for the 2-D spectral sector corresponding to the spatial-frequency channel (0; sup ) upon the orientation band C i ; and the double integral R R C i is over all polar coordinates for the entire band C i . In the equation (1) , to calculate the transform magnitude of the picture, the image is previously smoothed at scale level = 1 in order to avoid very high frequencies from quantization noise (one cannot expect things to be geometrically correct at the limiting lower scale boundary, where there is a lot of spurious detail).
Once the orientation band C i under consideration is xed, the index C i ( sup ) de ned in equation (1) , may be seen as a function of the radial frequency sup . Such a function C i ( sup ) determines a monotonic increasing function as sup increases. This function undergoes a signi cant rise in its value at locations sup such that the corresponding 2-D spectral domain incorporates some important frequency components to the spectral content of the orientation band C i . On the other hand, such a rise will be more or less abrupt, depending on the relative importance of the frequency components that are added.
In order to detect the locations sup where C i undergoes a change in the rate of increment, a technique based on the extrema of the second-derivative (with respect to ), denoted 00 C i , will be used. For each orientation band C i ; i = 0; : : : ; 3, the position of the extremes of 00 C i , denoted as 0 < 1 < 2 < : : : < n , correspond to the locations of change in the rate of increment in C i as sup increases. They may be used to produce a natural splitting of each orientation band C i ; i = 0; : : : ; 3; into a number of spatial-frequency channels ( j?1 ; j ), which are alike in the importance of the relative frequency components isolated|for further details see 10].
THE ACTIVATED SENSORS IN THE MULTISENSOR SCHEME
To identify the activated sensors from the multisensor scheme, a method can be applied for classifying sensors by exploiting the statistical regularities of their perceived responses. For this purpose:
(i) Each sensor is described by a sensor measure (feature) that can successfully discriminate between activated and non-activated sensors. Here, we propose one feature derived from the summation of the normalized 2-D power spectrum over the sensor. Of course other measures intended to capture relevant characteristics of the sensor spectra are conceivable: measures such as location, size and orientation of peaks and entropy of the normalized spectrum in the sensors 11, 12] . To evaluate these frequency domain features according to their ability to discriminate activated sensors, a method of successive selection and deletion based on Wilks criterion may be used 13]. Finally, we have found that the summation of the normalized 2-D power spectrum over the sensor provides an e ective feature for discriminating the set of sensors on training sets. Normalization is a non-linear operation, where the 2-D power spectrum over the sensor is divided by the power spectrum over the entire frequency domain. The e ect of normalization is that the response of each sensor is rescaled with respect to the pooled activity of all the sensors. The measure for sensor Ch i is given by
where j R =1 ( ; ) j 2 denotes the power spectrum of the image smoothed at the scale = 1; the double integral R R Ch i is over all polar coordinates for the 2-D spectral sector corresponding to the sensor Ch i under investigation; and the double integral R R is over the entire frequency domain. According to this model, the sensor's selectivity is attributed to summation| the linear stage|, while its nonlinear behavior is attributed to division{ the normalization stage|. Hence, a given sensor might be suppressed by the other sensors, including those with perpendicular orientation tunings. (ii) The subset of activated sensors is computed by the square-error clustering method implemented by the k-means algorithm 14]. The clusters are only two: the rst one, the cluster of activated sensors that put together explain a very signi cant portion of the power spectrum, and the second, the cluster of non-activated sensors. The consideration of only two clusters is based on the properties of the image coding via 2-D Fourier transform which produces a non-uniform response distribution. The model will base its responses only on those activated units sensitive to relevant shapes.
In the clustering algorithm, the two seed points are chosen as the highest and smallest values in the sensor features w(Ch i ). The initial partition is formed by assigning each pattern to the closest seed point. The centroids of the resulting clusters are the initial cluster centers. The cluster centers are updated by recomputing the centroids of all patterns having the same cluster level at the end of the pass.
To overcome the problem of convergence of the k-means algorithm to local minima, the partitional algorithm is performed with several initial partitions. In practice, this k-means type algorithm converges very rapidly. In any case, 15] rigorously prove convergence of the k-means algorithm.
In Figures 1 and 2 , the multisensor scheme and the activated sensors are shown for two di erent incoming images.
THE GLOBAL NATURAL SCALES OF THE IMAGE
When no prior knowledge is available for the natural scales in a given analysis, scales estimates can be computed as the spatial scales of shapes isolated in the response of the activated sensors (hereafter, sensor scales). There are several ways to compute the sensor responses: (i) the DFT of the input image is multiplied by an ideal lter such that all frequencies inside the sensor are passed with no attenuation, whereas all frequencies outside are completely attenuated, and then computed the inverse DFT; or (ii) the sensor responses are computed through 2-D Gabor ltering. Because of Gabor lters can be used to t both frequential and spatial parameters, we will use them for computing the sensor responses.
The location of sensor center determines the central frequency Ch i and the orientation Ch i of shapes contained in the sensor response. A crude estimate of sensor scale can be computed based on the sensor bandwidth. To improve this initial estimate, a Gabor lter-based autofocusing criterion is de ned in the following (the term \autofocusing" is intended to mean the selection of an appropriate scale of resolution). The underlying motivation of this approach comes from the notion that at each signi cant level of resolution for the sensor Ch i , the meaningful structures at that level should be relatively sharp and have well-de ned boundaries. A`focus' function might be used for measuring the sharpness of an enhanced image through ltering with a 2-D Gabor lter at the scale level , spatial-frequency Ch i , and orientation Ch i . This function would return a value indicating the relative sharpness of the ltered image across scales. As a result, a natural scale for shape in the sensor response can be de ned as a level at which the focus function reaches a local maximum.
A heuristic principle for scale selection in each activated sensor is proposed, based on one physical observable, which is the relative sharpness of the ltered image at successive smoothing levels as a function of scale. Since we are dealing with a physical entity, in order to be able to express a physical relation in a unit free form, such a function relating physical observables must be independent from the choice of dimensional units 16]. We consider normalized coordinates, x= and y= , in order to guarantee scale invariance. Given the image r(x; y), let the ltered image, denoted J Ch i (x; y; ), be de ned as: 
A signi cant scale for describing the shape isolated in the sensor response should produce a ltered image at this scale having a higher intensity variation than one ltered at another scale. This suggests that the amplitude variance of the corresponding ltered image might be a suitable candidate as the criterion function for selecting scale estimates. The resulting criterion is given by: In summary, in the absence of further information given an activated sensor Ch i , a scale level would be signi cant for the description of spatial structures contained in the sensor response, if the focus function F i ( ) had reached a local maximum at .
THE LOCAL NATURAL SCALES OF THE IMAGE
The previous approach can be used to extract global scales for representing shapes. However, if the image contains di erent sizes of structures at distinct spatial locations, then this approach will not work. Even in the case of a real world image which contains regular structures of similar size, a close resemblance of these structures, if they are not entirely identical, will yield slightly variations of their local natural scales. In this case, the scales should be calculated locally rather than globally. A simple approach would consist in discovering the scales for each image region, isolating a speci c intensity change model 1]. In this process, rstly, the intensity image is segmented into a number of homogeneous regions. Secondly, to nd the spatial scales for regions, we might choose the scales maximizing the di erence between the number of zero-crossings at successive scale levels. But the problem with this approach is that coarse scale statistics concerning large structures cannot be e ectively calculated from small regions. To overcome these problems, we develop a local scale detection technique, again based on a representation of the image that involves both spatial and spatialfrequency variables in its description.
First the spatial locations worth noting regarding the selection of local scales are dened as reasonable candidates for locations where the visual system perceives something of interest. To this aim, we used the locations of features contained in the local energy maps of the activated sensors 17, 18] . The point is how, for the given image, they can be obtained, and we deal with it as follows. 
where denotes the convolution operator; with g even and g odd being the even-symmetric and odd-symmetric Gabor lters. In fact, to compute the Lem Ch i map, the outputs of the two lters that make up the pair need to be squared and summed:
Lem Finally, to calculate the local natural scales at locations (x ; y ) of local maxima in the Lem Ch i map, the global criterion for scale selection is reformulated as follows: the natural scale of the spatial structure with frequency components on the activated sensor Ch i at location (x ; y ) should produce a ltered image at , with higher local intensity variation upon the neighborhood W(x ; y ) of (x ; y ) than other images ltered at any other scale. This suggests that the local amplitude variance of the image ltered over scales might be a suitable candidate as a criterion function for selecting local scales. The local variance is de ned as Since the nearest local minimum to (x ; y ) on the local energy map marks the beginning of another potential structure, our selection for the neighborhood W(x ; y ) avoids interference with such a structure while calculating the local intensity variation.
To sum up, in the absence of further information, given an activated sensor Ch i , a scale level would be signi cant in order to represent the spatial structure at location (x ; y ) and with frequency components on the sensor, if the function F i ( ; x ; y ) had reached a local maximum at .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To examine the performance of the proposed approach, we used two examples of images with 256 gray levels: the rst image, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , is a natural scene (128 128) containing a target; the second one is a biomedical image (256 256) as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Both the software implementing the scale selection and the test data are available at the URL direction http://decsai.ugr.es/diata/software.html, or by anonymous ftp from decsai.ugr.es, in the tar les pub/diata/software/slocalimages.tar.gz and pub/diata/software/slocal-source.tar.gz . We rst describe the results of the global scale selection on these images. Next, the results of the local scale selection are illustrated on the same images.
In Fig. 1 , the target image and its multisensor scheme are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The only activated sensors are presented in (c). The image in (a) may be compared with the optimal reconstruction, in (d), which is obtained by linear combination of the activated sensor responses (see 10]). For each activated sensor Ch i , its`focus' function across scales, plotted in (e), measures the sharpness of an enhanced image through ltering with the corresponding 2-D Gabor lter at the scale level , spatial-frequency Ch i , and orientation Ch i . The results of the global scale selection for a biomedical image are fully described in Fig. 2 . The only activated sensors of the multisensor scheme are presented in (c). The optimal reconstruction, in (d), is obtained by using the activated sensor responses. It may be compared with the original image given in (a). In this example, the global scale selection is illustrated in (e), where the activated sensors and their focus functions are plotted. Figs. 4, 5 and 6 illustrate how, for each activated sensor of the target image in Fig.  1(a) , local scale changes across the interesting points of the sensor response. Each activated sensor and its energy map are shown in (a) and (b). A blend of the energy map and the corresponding local maxima map is given in (c). The neighborhoods for local maxima locations are shown in (d). These gures also give 3-D views of the computed local scales. They can be used to compare the global scale (shown as the black cones on the 3-D view sidelines) with the local scales, so that we may appreciate the magnitude of the error made by estimating a particular scale as the global scale instead of the local one.
In summary, these results provide a representation of the image content according to orientation, spatial frequency, scale and visual attention. Note that only relevant information will be taken into account to explain the image: although the target image shows a complex scene|it contains a mixture of various types of relevant features, unwanted detail and noise|this representation clearly tends to drastically remove noise and unwanted detail, as shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6.
Conclusion
To extract estimates of natural scales in 2D images in absence of further information, three key points exist: (i) the scales of interest should be de ned as the natural scales for shapes isolated in the response of activated units|with the activated units being sensitive to relevant shapes; (ii) the scale selection should be accomplished using a representation of the image which involves both spatial and spatial-frequency variables in its description, and by means of an objective criterion that measures the sharpness of this representation across scales; (iii) if the image isolates di erent sizes of detail at di erent locations, this objective criterion should be properly reformulated in a local fashion, and the spatial locations worth noting regarding the calculation of local scales may be those of local maxima of the energy map for each strongly responding unit. 
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